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1. 完整版模擬試卷連答案 

 

LISTENING 
 

SECTION 1 Questions 1–10 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Example:                Grand Morning Hotel 

RESERVATION FORM 
Personal information 

Name: Edward 1 ……………….. 

Nationality: 2 ……………….. 

Reason for visit: 3 ……………….. 

Booking information 

Date of arrival: 27th May 

Estimated arrival time: 4 ……………….. pm 

Length of stay: 5 nights (late check-out) 

Number of guests: 5 ……………….. 

Room type: 6 ……………….. 

Room rate: £ 7 ……………….. per night 

Special request: 

- Non-smoking 

- Higher floor if possible 

- Away from 8 ……………….. 

Contact Information 

Phone number: (+1) 212 - 9 ………………..  

Email: edward321123@gmail.com 

Current address: 939 Orange 10 ……………….., Coronado, California 
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SECTION 2 Questions 11–20 

Questions 11–15 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Visit to Adventure Valley 

11 Before New Adventure Company Limited was formed in 1984, the site 
 A was publicly owned 
 B experienced a change in purpose 
 C was a private garden 

 
12 Adventure Zoological Park 
 A had to compete with another zoo 
 B was the largest private zoo at the time 
 C became more and more popular after its construction 

 
13 In 1998, Adventure Valley 
 A adopted a pay-per-ride structure 
 B had 3 times as many visitors as that in 1993 
 C promoted Christopher Wilson to be the Chief Executive Officer 

 
14 In 2011, Adventure Valley 
 A faced competition from another theme park nearby 
 B was sold to the government 
 C had a zoo in it 

 
15 After visiting the theme park, the group will stay 
 A at a hotel with spa service 
 B in the special guest room where they could view animals 
 C near the theme park 
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2. 考前須知 
2.1 答對題數及分數對照表 
Band Score Listening Score 

9 39-40 

8.5 37-38 

8 35-36 

7.5 32-34 

7 30-31 

6.5 26-29 

6 23-25 

5.5 18-22 

5 16-17 

4.5 13-15 

4 10-12 

3.5 8-10 

3 6-7 

2.5 4-5 

 
2.2 考核模式 

 

 

 

 

【完整版內容】 
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2.3 各 section 考核特色 

Social needs Section 1 Conversation between 2 speakers 

Section 2 Monologue 

Educational/ 

training 

Section 3 Conversation between up to 4 speakers 

Section 4 Monologue 

 

2.4 準備時間 

 

 

 

【完整版內容】 

 

 

 

 

 

2.5 何謂關鍵詞 

 

 

 

 

【完整版內容】 
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4.4 陷阱及進階實例分析 
陷阱：描述正確，但與題目對象不符 

 

【完整版內容】 

 

 
12 Adventure Zoological Park 
 A had to compete with another zoo 
 B was the largest private zoo at the time 
 C became more and more popular after its construction 

 
They aimed to transform the site into a popular tourist attraction and started to 
construct Adventure Zoological Park. Unfortunately, another zoo, Wild Central 
Zoo, was opened at approximately the same time and subsequently became the 
largest private zoo at the time. Due to the fierce competition and declining 
attendance numbers, New Adventure Company appointed Christopher Wilson as 
the General Manager to revitalize the zoo in 1989. 

 
13 In 1998, Adventure Valley 
 A adopted a pay-per-ride structure 
 B had 3 times as many visitors as that in 1993 
 C promoted Christopher Wilson to be the Chief Executive Officer 

 
The whole site was renamed as Adventure Valley in 1993 and adopted a pay-
once-and-enjoy-all price structure, different from the pay-per-ride structure 
adopted by theme parks in the same area. The theme park was proven to be a 
phenomenal success, where admission number tripled from 1993 to 1998. In 
2000, Christopher became the Chief Executive Officer of New Adventure 
Company Limited and decided to eliminate the zoo and transform the entire site 
into a pure theme park. 
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陷阱：改變答案 

 

 

 

【完整版內容】 

 

 

 

 
23 How will Sammy and Brian illustrate the habitats of sundews? 
 A with a video clip showing sundews in different habitats 
 B with a map highlighting the highly populated regions 
 C with labelled pictures of different species 

 
Maybe we could show a video clip of different types of sundews growing in various 
habitats? But that might be a bit too time-consuming. Or we could have a diagram, like a 
pinned map showing the most populated regions? 
 
Or we could just show the pictures of different species, then mark the habitats beneath 
them? No, let’s go with your last suggestion. 
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陷阱：一半正確，一般錯誤 

 

【完整版內容】 

 

 
15 After visiting the theme park, the group will stay 
 A at a hotel with spa service 
 B in the special guest room where they could view animals 
 C near the theme park 

 
In 2014, the park opened Explorer Hotel right next to the theme park. Another 
hotel, Renaissance Hotel and Spa, was opened in 2019 further away from the 
theme park, catering to guests who prefer a more relaxing experience. We are 
going to stay at the former hotel tonight, where you would be able to view animals 
from the hotel room. 

 
22 According to Sammy and Brian, where do sundews grow in? 
 A Australia and North America 
 B Humid and sunny areas 
 C Acidic and dry soil 

 
Around 50% of all known species could be found in Australia, while more than 40 
species could be found in South America and Southern Africa. 
Yes, sundews generally grow in moist habitats with acidic soils and high levels of 
sunlight. 

 
 
25 What is special about the carnivory mechanism of sundews? 
 A The mucus is sweet but not sticky. 
 B The process of killing insects is efficient. 
 C Nutrients are directly absorbed by the whole plant. 

 

No problem at all. The stalked glands secrete sweet mucus to attract insects. 
Upon touching the plant, insects become entrapped by sticky mucus and are 
quickly engulfed by the tentacles. 

 
 �
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